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Succoaaful operation of the Stanford Linear 
Collider (SLC) will require greater phase stability 
from the tve-nile Long aT drive network than previous 
linac operation did, This paper diacussea four proposed 
taod if stations of the present crstem that should help 
achieva the general objective to reduce all lone t e n 
temperature and atmospheric pressure induced phase 
variations to U s * than 20° at 2856 MHz, so that the 
phass/aaiplieudn detector subsystems, which will control 
the network output phase* relative to a bean reference, 
will operate within their coat accurate : 

1. MDL Cas Prenure Control 
The main drive line operates at t i t HHi, the one-

sixth subharmaic of the 2836 MHJ linae RF frequency. 
Ic is mechanically constrained and fitted with expan
sion joint; at each of the 30 signal coupling point* 
along Its 3 fcat length, Thua, the expansion of the con
crete floors {>>tn In the above-ground If gallery, to 
which the SOL in anchored, and in the underground accel
erator tunnel to which the accelerator is attached) and 
changes in the coaxial H o e ' s dielectric constant are 
the primary cevsea of phase length variation*. The 
change In phase length of the J ka-leng line relative 
to che tea* i* ̂ iven approxlsatsly byi 

"""" •Ji-dol+|£.^-. d9, 
Sons upgrading nf the present linac RF drlvellne 

network should greatly increase the network's long-term 
phase stability. This paper discusses specifically four 
proposed nodiflcationat 1) sain drive line ( M I L ) gas 
pressure (dielectric constant) control, Z) subdrive line 
(SOL) thermal isolation and gas pressure regulation, 3) 
SLED cavities temperature control via bypass water floir 
control and feed-forward control on the supply water 
temperature, and 4) drive line and bean-derived phase 
comparisons periodically nude along che H n a c . these 
modification! are directed at reducing the effective 
temperature and eroasure variables, so that there will 
net be large ( > !0°« it 28S6 KHz), long-term variations 
in the NDL, SDL and SLED Cavities phase lengths as a re
sult of daily and eoasonal aemsapherle changes and pro
gramed changes of the accelerttoi duty cycle. 

A phase reference line (PRL) is to be paralleled 
along each SDL, and amplitude and phase detectors 1 at 
the outputs of tlie SLED cavities will allow precise 
phaao adjustments to be made to the network tt? compen
sate for anpllflei-lnduced phase shifts and various not-
fully-eompensatad phase drifts. It should be noted that 
the individual PRl's aro only as stable as their drives 
from the HSL and tltus modification four, which would 
provide a direct comparison with the bean, is essential 
for checking long-tern stability. The other modifica
tion* would -.How the subsystem discussed in Ref. I to 
perform more accurately and over a smaller dynamic range. 
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where 5y is the total equivalent phase length at 2856 
MRz In degrees of electrical phase, c is the relative 
dielectric constant (teflon supports plus nitrogen gas), 
T c Is the temperature of the dielectric, T a is the out
door air tenperature, &A is the effective differential 
expansion coefficient of the two plccea of concrete to 
which the accelerator downstair* and the MDL unseats 
are anchored, and p c is the HJI gas pressure inside the 
coaxial line. It should be noted that if die X)L wete 
not anchored at the signal coupling points the last 
ten in Sq. (1) would bo considerably larger since tha 
expansion of copper, and not th* upstairs concrete slab, 
uauid be involved. Since tf It what is really of Inter
est and independent mcasuraaents of the concrete expan
sions are difficult, a naiaurenent of the whole MDL, as 
shown in Fig. 1 is suggested. Also, assuming that the 
^ adT a teem in Eo. (2) ii conparabls tc or less than the 
other two terms, it la dear that the total phase length 
can be kept constant if the gas pressure is varied to 
compensate for temperature changes. This is valid as 
fat as diurnal and seasonal temperature changes are con
cerned, and they are che primary causes of long-tern 
phase shifts. It is proposed that the MM, phase length 
measurements be made continuously, periodically or on 
cuanand, depending upon need and in a staacer alalia? to 

that used on PEP.3 One adjustable pres
sure regulator at the center of the HDL, 
controlled by the gated phase bridge, 
should be optimum ptovlded that the leak 
rate ot elm line la kept law. Otherwise, 
ganged regulators nay be necessary. This 
scheme does not conpaneate for nonuniform 
phase shifts along the HDL. However, due 
to the uniform layout of the RF gallery, 
these should be only small ripples on the 
general phase drift. If necessary, local 
variations could be detected with the 
technique discussed In Section a, below. !-en>pe'Ct~'e t<rcK*5St«3! Set 'oBbOTvr ABS. 
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Fig. 1. RF drivallne phase length stabilisation, fixed nitrogen 
pressure regulation of thy nubdrivc lines .nid adjustable 
[•resnure regulation of chu nsin drive line with feedback fron 
a phass length neniurement of the whole MDL. 

2. SDL Thermal Isolation and_&is 
Pietture Seaulatfon 

The lubdrlve line can b* treated dif
ferently from ch* main drive line since 
the much shorter length reduces che diel
ectric affects, the lack of anchors be
tween couplers increases the thermal ex
pansion affect, and finally installation 
of a parallel PRL with phase detectors 
allows correction of any phase shifts. 
The equation corresponding to Eq. (1} for 
the SS a long SDL i n h'otk support id by tha Department of Energy, contract DE-ACO3-76SF00515 
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Since T £ " t e u (the copper line temperature), 
de Ti+*.2dT e(oc)+0.09dp e(lorr) . <5> 

Iron £q. (5) It is clear that p c h u a snail effect on the SDL length; therefore, It can be regulated to a 
fixed value as shown In Fig. 1. If the dynamic range 
of the PKL phase detectors is desired Co be kept small 
or they are not used in a particular case, a thermal 
isolation jacket may have to be installed en the SDL. 
The "thermal Faraday cage" enclosing .the 1 5/a line in 
Fig. 2 has been shown to decrease the temperature drop 
between the water and the coaxial line by a factor of 
forty or more over the vater-to-air temperature drop* 
The epoxied tube configuration shown on the HDL In 
Fig. 2 produces a factor of about four to ten only. 
This is acceptable fox the MM, since it 1* anchored and 
since pressure adjustments on the HDL for tenperature-
induced dielectric constant changes are a reasonable 
alternative to greater temperature isolation. 
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Fig. 2. Thermal enclosures for the naln drlvft line 
and the subdrive lines. 
3. SLED Canities Temperature Control 

Tr.e phase shift through the SLED cavities and the 
accelerator sections is a strong function of the aver
age power dissipated in them because of significant 
temperature gradients in their cooling circuits. Fur
thermore, the KF pulse width affects the percentage of 
the klystron power that is lost in the SLED cavities on 
the way to the accelerator sections. For the present 
Operation of SLED with a 2.5 lie pulse, only St of the 
total power is absorbed by the SLED cavities. With the 
3 us pulse required for SIX, 2&X is absorbed. Current
ly, all the accelerator water first passes through the 
SLED cavities. This largo flaw of water for a 2.S us 
wide pulse keeps them at nearly fixed temperature and 
phase shift; i.e., on resonance, since the accelerator 
section's input water temperature is supposedly opti
mised for midway between the two duty cycles normally 
ased (60 pps or 180 pps at 2.S us) they work reasonably 
wall at either repetition rate. Since SLC requires 
greater stability than Is currently needed, some way of 
cracking the SLED an: accelerator temperatures tilth 
duty cycle changes is highly desirable. A careful ex
amination of the SLED cavity and accelerator section 
thermal equivalent circuits reveals that the SLED cavi
ties are "over cooled" and bypassing an appropriate 
fraction (1-8) of the total accelerator section water 
would allow the phase shift across both tha SLED cavi
ties and the accelerator sections to remain constant, 
if simultaneously the supply water temperature were 

changed a predetermined amount. This required supply 
temperature offset la dependent only on the total aver
age power ou'. of the klystron, tf heat loss to che air 
la neglected, i la dependent only on the pulse width, 
the water flow race and the fixed geometry of the cool
ing circuits sad not the klystron power. Since the in
put water temperature la adjusted on a satrnr-Glde basis, 
if one klystron out of the eight In a seeder is lower or 
higher In output power, that has to be compensated for
ty adjusting the total flow to its SLED cavities and 
accelerator sections, in order to keep the metal temper
atures constant. This will have a small effect on 6 and 
can easily be accomplished by adjusting the four valves 
shown in Fig.3 at the Inputs to the accelerator sections. 
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Fig. 3. Balancing the SLED cavities and 
accelerator sections water circuits. 

Simplified forms of the equations for the average 
metal temperatures of the SLED and accelerator sections, 
T n s and ? „ , respectively, in teres of the input: water temperature, Ti„, the water flow, wo, through a single 
accelerator section and the average power, PQ, out of 
a klystron and excluding losses to the a'r are given byI 

H^4w^(w5)Kvi-g>k: T»«- Ti» + 

Raks and Bnvta are average resistivities due to che 
thermal conductivity paths In the SLED and accelerator 
sections, respectively. The R,^, and R ^ are the re
spective metal-water film drop resistivities with the 
inverse water flow dependence multiplied out. The frac
tional power out of the SLED cavities is n s, that out of each of the four branches of the waveguide feeds to the 
four accelerator sections is nj, and that out of an ac
celerator section It Tig, each relative to its Input power, 
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cle) to keep t m - »«»-
various constants and operating parameters, and then the 
phase lengths of the SLED cavities and accelerator -ac
tions will reasin constant. As in Eqs. (6) and <7), if 
the heat loss Co Che air Is neglected, S is Independent 
of Pn or, 
B- 1, __ J • M _ , L . m TSt—-ilir. - ri_- wii-. l'l - ffl 

programmed aa a function of Po (duty cy-
• * m • 45°C, E can be found in terms of 

1-w, ̂ ••I^+W^IW'-V'^'J 
For typical values of the constants, 

' * l.ln. - C I S * W 
A 2.5 pa pulse means n s ' 0.92 and gives a S of 0.09. 
Both a tie and 5 ua pulse widths art? under consideration 
for SLC operation, which would nean n» - 0.82 and 0,76 
and that would give B • 0.24 and 0.33, respecclvely. 
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That, a bypass that could be tat to covet a g from O.OB 
to 0.40 should allow pule* width variation* from 2,5 ua 
to 5.0 Ha without any nechanictl retiming of the SLED 
esvitiea, Alio, the email (meant Of SLED cavity nip-
tuning atlll resulting fron duty cycle ehangaa should 
not move the SLED cavltle* far enough off resonance to 
lose appreciable power and the phste-decection-feedback 
subsystem' should be able to compenaate for the less 
than 10°* phase ahlfta Incurred In the process. 

4. Beam Phase Reference* for th-- RF Drive Line network 

The above proposala deal with modifications to the 
drive line network so aa to make Individual parts more 
stable. This section dealt with measuring that stabil
ity at the input to the phaae reference lines (PRL> 
relative Co the beam phaae, *» thown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. A. Beam "phase" reference for the phase 
reference lines, typical of thirty circuits 
(sectors) along Che llflac. 

The difficulty lies in setting a "phaee-bridge-useable" 
signal from three single SLC beam pulaaa that are 
separated by 58 ns and occur at a rata of ISO pps. 
Currently, the following beam reference devices are the 
primary candidates!3 a) a tingle resonant cavity tuned 
to the llnac RF frequency, u) a short accelerating 
structure that is not driven, e) a standard 3 .-, long 
accelerating structure with the driving RF delayed in
frequently In order to make Che measurement and d) a 
laser amplitude modulated «e 2856 Jftut and sent through 
the evacuated alignment pipe with couplers and demodula
tors every sector. Another candidate* involves compar
ing the PRL's end-to-beginning along the full 3 km In 
the RF gallery, but It has cumulative error problems. 
Also, neither this scheme nor the laser directly In
volves the bean as a reference. However, it would be 
useful for detecting and locating AX frequency multi
plier problems And MM. nonuniformitias by comparing one 
PRL line with another. The laser scheme would be the 
nicest since it can be on whether the beam Is on or not, 
but a reliable modulator and demodulator at 2856 IIHz 
seems to be a research project in itself, 

A single resonant cavity already exists at the end 
of each sector as part of the microwave beans position 
monitor circuitry. In order to achieve a nominal ± l°-p, 
reference stability, the cavity must he tuned such chat 

its resonant frequency ie dote enough to the Unec fre
quency to that the phaae of the cavity does not "walk" 
away before the phaae comparison with the PRL can ba 
made. For example, if the phase uncertainty of the 
measurement, At, is to ba leea than 11°«, the cavity 
resonant frequency drift, Af, muat be lee* Chan ±50 kHz 
and the oetaureasnt interval after ringing etarta, At, 
must be lest than SS na, since A6 s 360 Af At. This la 
reasonable and iapllaa a copper cavity temperature sta
bility of ! 1,0°C- If the O4, of the cavity Is at least 
1000, the ringing or decay time will be at least 117 na, 
uhich also should be fine for the above measurement. 
Ihe final requirement It that the cable between the PKL 
and the resonant cavity should not vary In phase either. 
Temperature control and measurement of Its length5 

periodically at part of the monitoring circuitry should 
satisfy that requirement. 

If a series of coupled cavities, such as some 
length of an aceelcretor section, la used then the 
output signal would be constant in amplitude. Alto, 
the phase shift during Che pulse would be a measure of 
the correct tuning (taapetature) of the structure and 
thus che device could ha easily calibrated. For example, 
a twenty cavity, 70 cm long structure, ldttalled at Che 
end of each sector, would have a phase-temperature 
sensitivity of le*/°C sad would put out a 180 ns long 
pulse for the passage of a single beam hunch. The 
alternative It to use one of the standard 3 m accelerat
ing section* with the klystron RF switched momentarily 
to standby for the beam phaae measurement. Of course, 
some sort of limlter and/or diode switch would have to 
be incorporated in the gated pttese bridge to protect it 
from the klystron's output. Also, both a special short 
section and a standard section would have the same re
quirements on tha cable to the phaae bridge as the above 
mentioned single resonant cavity. More work is needed 
to determine which of che devices would be optimum. 

In conclusion, thsre is much that can be done on 
the RF drive line network to optimize the overall relia
bility and stability and to complement the installation 
of the PRL and phaae detector subsystem discussed in 
reference one. 
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